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Abstract
In this paper, a Bayesian combination system for remotely detected 
multi-band images is displayed. The watched images are identified 
with the high ghostly and high spatial determination image to be 
recuperated through physical corruptions, e.g., spatial and ghastly 
obscuring and/or subsampling characterized by the sensor qualities. 
The combination issue is figured inside of a Bayesian estimation 
structure. A proper former circulation abusing geometrical thought 
is presented. To figure the Bayesian estimator of the scene of 
enthusiasm from its back conveyance, a Markov chain Monte 
Carlo calculation is intended to create tests asymptotically 
dispersed by target dissemination. To effectively test from this 
high-measurement dispersion, a Hamiltonian Monte Carlo step is 
presented in the Gibbs inspecting methodology. The productivity 
of the proposed combination system is assessed concerning a 
few best in class combination methods. This paper introduces an 
assessment of a few image combination techniques. The image 
combination is being utilized one of the famous methods in image 
handling. Various image combination systems have been utilized 
as a part of different applications. Image combination joins the 
data from distinctive images of single scene to get an enlightening 
image which is more proper for human representation or further 
vision preparing. Image prevalence is an unequivocally related 
over image center. The real target of image combination is to 
consolidate data from different images of the single scene keeping 
in mind the end goal to convey just the profitable data. 
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I. Introduction 
Combination of image is routine of unification of related data from 
various images in a solitary image. The image which is gotten after 
combination will turn out to be additional useful for PC preparing 
occupations in examination to source images. Image combination 
passes on valuable data present inside of various images of an 
indistinguishable scene in particular amazingly enlightening 
image; critical data is endless supply of concern. Motivation behind 
melding image is to separate all of the useful data from data images 
without presentation of artefacts.The point of intertwining image 
is consolidating data from numerous images of standout scene to 
pass on just the helpful data. The image combination practices 
identified with discrete cosine changes (DCT) are additional 
suitable and additionally lesser tedious continuously frameworks 
utilizing DCT. There are numerous circumstances in which data 
from a solitary source or image can’t be useful. More than one 
sensors are utilized to catch scenes in such circumstances, not at 
all like human and machine handling where data from a solitary 
source can be useful. Consequently melded images are acquired 
from diverse sensors containing noteworthy data of source images. 
Subsequently it can be said that, image combination unites the huge 
data contained in various images into a solitary intertwined image. 
Image combination is a more extensive and in vogue territory of 
exploration. Combination can occur at three unique levels i.e. 

Pixel level, element level and choice level. The most minimal 
level which is useful in analyzing and additionally combining data 
from different sources before unique data is approximated and 
additionally recognized is pixel level of image combination. The 
center level of combination that recovers a vital characteristic of 
a image, for example, shape, bearing, sections, edges and length 
is highlight level combination. The most elevated combination 
level that plan at relating genuine goal is choice level. There are 
two systems for image combination i.e. spatial area combination 
and change space combination. Averaging, Brovey and Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) goes under spatial area techniques. 
The downside of spatial space strategies are unraveled by change 
area routines which is the creation of twisting on the combination 
of images. Image that is chosen to get intertwined is divided into 
pieces of size NxN that are non-covering. .Calculation of the 
coefficients of DCT is ruined each square and after that on use 
of combination principles melded DCT coefficients are gotten. 
At that point for getting combined image, IDCT is connected 
on the intertwined coefficients. The PCA immerse a scientific 
method for change of an associated variables into uncorrelated 
variables known as important Components. Previous foremost 
part is the heading of most noteworthy variability in the 
information. Succeeding is the following orthogonal heading of 
most noteworthy variability as opposite to the previous. Steps 
utilized as a part of Principal Components Analysis system: (i) 
Images are arranged keeping in mind the end goal to match up 
the measure of low-determination multi-ghastly images with the 
high determination image. (ii) Transformation of images from 
low-determination multi-otherworldly to vital segment is finished 
by method for PCA change. (iii) Substituting the first primary 
segment of a image with the high-determination image that is 
extended to have about the same fluctuation and mean the same 
as the first main segment of a image. (iv) The aftereffects of high-
determination PAN information substitute first key segment image 
sooner than the information is changed once more into the first 
space by PCA converse change. C. Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(DWT) Wavelet ward plan of image combination consolidates the 
DWTs of the information image and takes the IDWT. The wavelet 
change breaks down the image into different recurrence groups at 
different scales, for example, low-low, low-high, high-low, high-
high.LL band incorporates guess coefficients though different 
groups incorporate directional data in light of spatial introduction. 
LH band incorporates flat detail coefficients. HL band incorporates 
vertical point of interest coefficients; HH incorporates slanting 
subtle element coefficients furthermore incorporate the upper 
preeminent estimations of wavelet coefficients that match up the 
striking elements, for example edges or lines. Wavelets-based 
methodology performs the accompanying undertakings: - 1. It is 
a multi-determination approach perfect with the different image 
resolutions and supportive in different uses of image preparing 
that incorporates the image combination. 2. The DWT lets the 
image to be deteriorated into different sorts of coefficients saving 
the data in the image. 3. Coefficients like this drawing closer 
from different images can be legitimately united to accomplish 
novel coefficients all together that the data in the first images is 
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gathered appropriately. 4. After the coefficients are joined then 
without a doubt the melded image is achieved by applying the 
opposite (IDWT), where the data in the consolidated coefficients 
is preserved also. 

II. Related Work 
Existing combination systems can be ordered into four 
classifications: volumetric technique, cross section based strategy, 
point-based strategy and grouping based strategy. The volumetric 
technique first partitions the space around items into voxels and 
afterward intertwines the information in each voxel. Be that 
as it may, the similar studies show they are tedious, eager for 
memory and not hearty to enrollment mistakes and checking 
commotion, bringing about poor recreated surfaces. The cross 
section based system first utilizes a stage intermittence compelled 
triangulation and afterward distinguishes the covering areas 
between the triangular lattices got from progressive extent images. 
At last, it saves the most precise triangles in the covering areas 
and reconnects every single remaining triangle subject to a sure 
target capacity. Since the quantity of triangles is normally much 
bigger than that of the examined focuses, the cross section based 
strategies are computationally more costly. Some lattice based 
routines utilize a 2D triangulation in the image plane to appraise 
the neighborhood surface network as calculation in a 2D subspace 
is more proficient. Yet, projection from 3D to 2D may prompt 
ambiguities if the projection is not injective. The cross section 
based techniques are hence profoundly prone to come up short in 
non-level territories where no novel projection plane exists. The 
point-based technique delivers an arrangement of new focuses 
with upgraded areas. In any case, its joining result is frequently 
over-smooth and can’t hold enough surface points of interest in 
non-level ranges. The bunching based system utilizes established 
grouping strategies to minimize disparity target capacities. It 
surpasses past routines as it is more hearty to commotion and 
enrollment blunders. Additionally, the iterative grouping advances 
the areas of focuses and in this manner produces many less not 
well formed triangles. Notwithstanding, this bunching, just in 
light of Euclidean separation, does not consider nearby surface 
topology and neighborhood consistency, prompting blunders in 
non-level territories. Case in point, in spite of the fact that guide 
An is closer toward B and in this manner the bunching based 
systems wrongly gather them together, we would rather assemble 
A with C or D to keep up the right surface topology. In this paper, 
we propose a novel combination technique. A MRF model is 
composed in view of both measurable and auxiliary data that 
bunching based routines disregard. This model is then changed 
over into a particular depiction

III. Image Fusion Techniques
In the Image Fusion method the required information from the 
given source images is fused together to form a composite image 
whose quality is superior to any of the given input images? Image 
fusion methods can be categorized into two group’s i.e. 

Spatial domain fusion method • 
Transform domain fusion • 

In spatial domain techniques, the pixel value of an image is directly 
dealt with. The pixel values are manipulated to achieve desired 
result. Image Fusion is required in every area where images are 
required to be examined. For example, medical image analysis, 
microscopic imaging, analysis of images from satellite, remote 
sensing application, computer vision and battlefield monitoring. 
Averaging, Brovey method, principal component analysis (PCA) 

and IHS based are the fusion methods that are categorized under 
spatial domain approaches. High pass filtering technique is also 
one of the essential spatial domain fusion method. Analyses of 
remote sensing images is being done using the multi resolution 
analysis tool. The discrete wavelet transform is one of the 
important method used for fusion. Several more fusion methods 
are also there like Laplacian pyramid based, Curvelet transform 
based etc. Methods like these show enhanced results in spatial 
and spectral quality of the fused image in comparison to other 
spatial methods of fusion. 

A. Principal Component Analyses (PCA) 
PCA is a mathematical tool for transformation of correlated 
variables into uncorrelated variables .For image classification 
and image compression PCA is used comprehensively. There 
is involvement of mathematical formula for transformation of 
variables that are known as principal components. It computes a 
compact and optimal description of the data set. The first principal 
component corresponds to the as much variance possible in the 
data and every following component corresponds to the remaining 
variance. First principal component is taken along the direction of 
maximum variance. The second principal component is confined 
to lie in the subspace at a 90 degree angle of the first. Within 
this Subspace, this component points the direction of maximum 
variance. The third principal component is taken in the maximum 
variance direction in the subspace at a 90 degree angle to the 
former two. 

B. Discrete Cosine Transform 
It is observed that most of the image fusion methods are very 
complicated and consumes much time which are tough to be 
applied on real-time applications. The fusion approaches which 
are applied in DCT domain are very efficient when the input 
images are coded and fused images are restored in JPEG standard 
.For applying the JPEG coding, an image (in color or grey scales) 
is divided into blocks of 8x8 pixels firstly. The Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT) is afterwards applied on each block which leads 
to the generation of 64 coefficients that are quantized to cut down 
their magnitude. The coefficients are then rearranged into a one-
dimensional array in a crisscross style prior to entropy encoding. 
The compression is attained in two steps; the first through 
quantization and the second through the entropy coding process.
For diminishing the difficulties encountered in the fusion of real 
time applications and boosting the quality of fused image,DCT 
fusion technique is applied. Variance of 8×8 blocks computed from 
DCT coefficients is applied as a contrast criterion for the activity 
measure .Afterwards, a consistency verification (CV) stage boosts 
up the quality of output image. Simulation effects and evaluations 
illustrate the significant enhancement in the quality of the output 
image and diminution of computation complexity.

IV. Two-Scale Image Decomposition 
As shown in Fig. 1, the source images are first decomposed into 
two-scale representations by average filtering. The base layer of 
each source image is obtained as follows: Bn = In * Z 
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Fig. 1: Schematic Diagram of the Proposed Image Fusion Method 
Based on Guided Filtering 

Where In is the nth source image, Z is the average filter, and the 
size of the average filter is conventionally set to 31×31. Once the 
base layer is obtained, the detail layer can be easily obtained by 
subtracting the base layer from the source image.  
Dn = In − Bn.  
 The two-scale decomposition step aims at separating each source 
image into a base layer containing the large-scale variations in 
intensity and a detail layer containing the small scale details.

V. The Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence 
The DS theory of evidence was first introduced by Dempster [6] 
and formalized by Shafer. This mathematical theory is composed 
of three distinct parts: the definition of the mass functions, the 
combination process and the decision-making. The definition of 
the mass definition A mass function can be compared with a degree 
of confidence one can have in the studied data. It have to be set 
between values 0 and 1, where 1 stands for a total confidence and 0 
for no confidence at all. In the terminology of Dempster and Shafer, 
we do not define anymore data or classes, but only “hypotheses”. 
Then, a mass function will be defined on a hypotheses set, called 
the frame of discernment. It represents a set of mutually exclusive 
and exhaustive propositions. Let us note the hypotheses set Θ 
composed of single mutually exclusive subset θi . The DS fusion 
works on a single hypothesis, but it works also on all subset 
composed of several single hypotheses. So the DS fusion process 
is based on 2 Θ elements called propositions. A mass function for 
one source and for one proposition is defined as follows:m: 2Θ 
→ [0, 1] (1) X A∈2Θ m(A) = 1 (2) m(φ) = 0 (3) By using this 
representation model one can assign a confidence value to a set 
of composed hypotheses. This value showsthat it is impossible to 
dissociate the set of assigned hypotheses. It is the main advantage 
but also the principal difficulty of the DS method. Indeed, there 
is no generic method to define a mass value on a single or a 
composed hypothesis.

VI. Proposed Algorithm for Image Fusion 
Since the estimation of β have been obtained, β can be applied 
in the process of estimating fused image from eq. (3). In order to 
solve eq. (3) numerically, the first derivative of 0 g f ( ) should 
be set to zero. That is:
Input: Two co-registered sensor images 1 f , 2 f
Output: Fused image 0 f
1. Initial 0
0 f and 0 β ; // set 0
0 f as the average of 1 f and 2 f ; initial 0 β using LS approach.
2. Get β with SA algorithm:

a. Set the initial temperature 0 T , frozen temperature min T and 
iteration number K ; 0 β β best = ,
(β )best best E = E energy function;
b. Do while min T(i) >T
(1) Obtain a new estimation of βnew , then (β ) new new E = E 
new best DE = E - E ;
(2) If DE £ 0; then β β best new = ; else if DE ³ 0; then p = exp(-
DE / T(i)) ;
2.1) If c = random [0,1]<p , then β β best new = , otherwise β β 
best best= ;
(3) Repeat (1) ~ (2) for K times.
(4) i= i+1;
c. β=βbest ;
3. Get 0 f (x, y) via solving eq. (11) iteratively.

VII. Proposed System
As described above, the 2D DWT, SIDWT and the image pyramids 
decompose an image into its multiscale edge representation. Based 
on the fact that the human visual system is primarily sensitive to 
local contrast changes (i.e. edges) the fusion can be performed 
as a combination of the multiresolution edges resulting from the 
DWT, SIDWT or image pyramid decomposition process. This 
results in a fused image which combines the most salient image 
features of all input imagery.
The multiresolution process can be summarized as follows: In 
the first step a multiresolution signal decomposition (such as the 
DWT, SIDWT, or an image pyramid decomposition) is applied to 
all input images, resulting in a multiscale edge representation of the 
input imagery. Second, a composite multiscale edge representation 
is built by a combination (see below) of the multiresolution 
coefficients of all input imagery. In the final step, the fused 
image is computed by an application of the inverse transform on 
the composite coefficient representation. The following figure 
illustrates this fusion scheme.

Fig. 2: Proposed System Architecture

VIII. Results
The Results show that the use of the MRF model for both the 
coefficient and the fused image improves the fusion performance 
and enhances the image contrast. The fused images produced by 
the averaging approach and the window-based approach display 
low contrast. The LS approach produces more noise in the fused 
image. The fused image produced by the maximizing approach has 
high contrast, but it is too bright. It is observed that the algorithm 
MRF_HX produces the sharpest edges than the other approaches 
in the fused image and it preserves most textures.
We select three bands from a hyperspectral data set as the source 
images. Six fusion approaches are applied in this experiment to 
fuse the three source images. The three source images and the 
fusion results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Our model 
is a simplified model, and there is a certain mismatch between the 
model and the real image data set, e.g., the relationship between the 
source images and the true scene might not be explained simply 
by “contribute” or “not contribute” and the coefficient Hi can take 
on values other than {0, 1}.
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Fig. 3: Three Source Images

Fig. 4: Fusion Results with Application non MD based fusion a)
Averaging b)Maximizing c)L.S d)Windows e)MRF_H f) MRF_
Hx

Fig. 4: Fusion Results with Application MD based fusion a)Averaging 
b) Maximizing c)L.S d)Windows e)MRF_H f) MRF_Hx

Fig. 5: Remote Sensed Cloudy Image

The experiment tests theMD-based fusion performance for 
the cloud images. The sameprocedure for MD-based fusion, 
as described earlier, has beenapplied. The fusion results for 
five fusion approaches are shown in Fig.6. The maximizing 
approach produces a fused result that is too bright. Fig. 7 shows 
the zoomed-in version of aboxed area of fused results for the 
other four approaches tomore clearly examine the performance 
of the fusion algorithms.

Fig. 6: Fusion Results in cloud images a)Averaging b)Maximizing c)
L.S d)Windows e)MRF_H f) MRF_Hx(non MD based fusion)

We observe that our algorithm MRF_H produces the highest 
spatial resolution in the fused image and the fusion result contains 
less artifacts due to the cloud effect than the other approaches, 
which is marked with an arrow in Fig. 7(d). This experiment 
demonstrates the improvement in the performance of MD-based 
fusion approaches using MRF models. The MD-based approach 
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is usually used for images with high resolution and when the 
computational cost is not a consideration. The non-MD-based 
approach is particularly useful for images with low resolutions and 
when the computational cost is a consideration. In this experiment, 
the fusion result using the MRF_HX algorithm with non-MD-
based approach is also shown in Figs. 6(f) and 6(e). Compared with 
the MRF_H algorithm with MD-based approach, it is observed 
that the MD-based approach can eliminate the cloud effect more 
effectively than the non-MD-based approach and the MRF_HX 
algorithm can preserve more smooth edge information

Fig. 7: Magnified Fusion Results in cloud images a)Averaging b)
Maximizing c)L.S d)Windows e)MRF_H f) MRF_Hx(non MD 
based fusion)

IX. Conclusion
We have presented a novel image fusion method based on guided 
filtering. The proposed method utilizes the average filter to get the 
two-scale representations, which is simple and effective. More 
importantly, the guided filter is used in a novel way to make full 
use of the strong correlations between neighborhood pixels for 
weight optimization. Experiments show that the proposed method 
can well preserve the original and complementary information 
of multiple input images. Encouragingly, the proposed method 
is very robust to image registration. Furthermore, the proposed 
method is computationally efficient, making it quite qualified for 

real applications. At last, how to improve the performance of the 
proposed method by adaptively choosing the parameters of the 
guided filter can be further researched
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